Texts are

BIG
IDEAS

Questioning what
we hear, read, and
view contributes to
our ability to be
educated and
engaged citizens.

UNIT 1
ONGOING

UNIT 2
SEPT‐ NOV

Grammar, Typing
and Writing

The Love of
Story

•grammar for
middle school:
imitating the
greats
•Mavis Beacon
teaches typing
•sentences
•paragraphs
•essay writing

socially,
culturally, and
historically

•detailed study of
short story
elements
•the structure of
short stories
•Selected stories
•Tolkien on fairy
stories
•Roverandom
•Short story
creation

constructed.

UNIT 3
NOV‐DEC

Novel Study:
Lilies of the Field
•elements of the
novel
•vocabulary
•reading
comprehension
•literary analysis
•literary
techniques
•essay writing
•current events

People
understand
text differently
depending on their
worldviews and

Exploring stories
and other texts helps
us understand
ourselves and make
connections to
others and to the
world

Language
and text can
be a source of

creativity
and joy.

perspectives.

UNIT 4
JAN

UNIT 5
FEB‐MAR

Poetry

Novel Study:
The Outsiders

•Portraits of Poets
•writing personal
poems
•poetic devices
•Poetry Analysis
•paragraph
response
•identify styles
and devices
•literary writing
•Crossroads 9

•elements of the
novel
•vocabulary
•reading
comprehension
•literary analysis
•literary
techniques
•essay writing
•current events

UNIT 6
APRIL‐MAY

REVIEW
JUNE

Novel Study:
The Light in the
Forest
•elements of the
novel
•vocabulary
•reading
comprehension
•literary analysis
•literary
techniques
•essay writing
•current events

Celebration of
Learning
•Review
•Preparation
•Final Exam

In addition to what is listed in each unit, you will experience whole language learning,
(grammar, students editing, language usage, mechanics, content, form and structure). SURVIVAL SKILLS.

Course
Description
•STUDENTS WILL:

English 8 is a course designed to build upon and
improve English language knowledge, skills, and
concepts learned in English 7.

Term
Reports

4 Terms

 3RD TERM
• examine a variety of genres (i.e. short story, novel, poetry, and film) which will • 1ST TERM
 March 17
address various themes (i.e. ecumenism, identity, belonging, friendship,
• October 14
 4TH TERM
euchatastrophy etc).
• 2ND TERM
• have an opportunity to explore various forms of communication, while
 June 2
• December 16
engaging in critical thinking, creativity, making connections and reflecting on
their learning.

BIG
IDEAS

Language and text
can be a source of
creativity and joy.

SEPTEMBER

Exploring stories and other texts
helps us understand ourselves and
make connections to others
and to the world.

NOVEMBER

SEPTEMBER ‐ OCTOBER

S
•






Setting
Character
Plot
Conflict






Writing and Presenting
•Punctuating Dialogue
•Language Devices
•Rhetorical Devices

Point of View
Tone/ Mood
Symbolism
Theme

THE ANSWER IS ALWAYS IN THE ENTIRE STORY,
NOT A PIECE OF IT. — JIM HARRISON

LIFE ITSELF IS THE MOST WONDERFUL FAIRYTALE OF ALL.
— HANS CHRISTIAN ANDERSEN

TO BE A PERSON IS TO HAVE A STORY TO TELL
— ISAK DINESEN

ASSESSMENT STRATEGIES (AS):
1A. Writing/
Reading Journal
•LIVE! Footage
of your learning!!

Formative
Assessment

•Reflecting/
Evaluating

2. Elements
Booklet

3.
Quizzes

4A. Fairy Tale Analysis/
Theme Essay Drafts

5A. Short Story Drafts

•A Snapshot
of your learning!

Summative
Assessment
1B. Periodic
Writing/
Reading Assigns

3C.
Foundational
Knowledge
Test #1
Date:

Oct. 18

3C.
Foundational
Knowledge
Test #2
Date:

4B. Fairy Story Theme Essay

5C. SSC Presentations

Due:

Due:

5B. Short Story Creation ‐ Due:

on your learning!

Self
Assessment

6A. Self‐Reflections

6B. Peer Evaluations

6C. Group Evaluations

LEARNING
PROFILE
Formative
Summative

CURRICULAR COMPETENCIES
Students are expected to be able to do the following:

Comprehending
CP4 Recognize and identify the role of
personal, social, and cultural contexts, values,
and perspectives in texts
CP6 Recognize how literary elements,
techniques, and devices enhance and shape
meaning

Formative

Organizing

Summative

Formative

2, 3C,
4A

2, 3, 3C,
4B, 5B

Assess.
Strat.

OR1 Use writing and design processes to plan,
develop, meaningful literary and
informational texts for a variety of purposes
and audiences

4B

OR2 organize opinions and ideas in a coherent
and logical manner with ideas building on each
other

4A,
4B,5A,
5B

OR3 Apply appropriate strategies to
comprehend written, oral, and visual texts,
guide inquiry, and extend thinking

2, 4A,
4B, 5A

Creating Text

Summative

Formative

Assess.
Strat.
(AS)

Assess.
Strat.

CT1 Assess and refine texts to improve their
clarity, effectiveness, and impact according to
purpose, audience, and message

4A, 5A

CT2 Select and use appropriate features,
forms, and genres according to audience,
purpose, and message.

1A, 1B,
4B, 5B

CT3 Transform ideas and information to create
original texts.

1A, 1B,
4B, 5B

Communicating

Assess.
Strat.

Summative

CM2 Use an increasing repertoire of
conventions of Canadian spelling, grammar,
and punctuation.
CM3 Use and experiment with oral
storytelling processes
EFFORT AND WORK HABITS
PR1 I bring needed materials to class, set goals and work
hard to achieve them
PR2 I complete and submit assignments, class work and
other tasks in a timely manner
PR3 I know who to ask for help and information, and seek
assistance when needed
PR4 I become fully involved by listening to both peers and
teacher to know what is happening

4A, 4B,
5A, 5B
5C

CONTENT
Students are expected to know the following:

Story/text
 Forms (narrative, expository)
 functions (purposes)
 genres (adventure, fantasy) of text
(oral stories, short stories, images)
 literary elements
setting
character
plot & conflict
point of view
tone/mood
symbolism
theme
 literary devices
imagery
metaphor
simile
Strategies and processes
 reading strategies
using contextual clues
visualizing
questioning
predicting
making inferences
 oral language strategies
asking questions to clarify
expressing opinions
taking turns
 writing processes
revising
editing
Language features, structures, and conventions
 features of oral language
tone
volume
pace
inflection
gestures
 multi‐paragraphing characterized by:
unity  development
coherence
 language usage and context (informal
short‐form language vs formal standard
English.)
 elements of style
word choice, figurative language)
 syntax and sentence fluency
simple
compound
complex
use of transition words
awareness of run‐on sentences and
sentence fragments
 conventions (punctuation, capitalization,
quoting, spelling etc.)
 presentation techniques
oral
CONDUCT AND ATTITUDES

PP1 I demonstrate respect and understanding for myself
and others
PA1 I express a sense of accomplishment and joy
PA5 I take ownership of my goals, learning and behaviour
SR2 I work successfully as a partner and as part of a team

WHAT GROWTH LEVEL AM I AT?
EXEM

I am confident enough to answer all the questions, make connections, and apply what I've
learned to new situations. I would benefit from extra challenge.

ACC

I can answer or do what I'm asked most of the time but I have difficulty making connections
to new situations. I would benefit from more practice.

DEV

I can answer some questions but I'm often uncertain about what to do. I need help from my
peers and teacher in order to solidify my knowledge and skills.

BEG

I have not yet demonstrated my learning and I need help to get stated. I would benefit from a
meeting with the teacher.

SCK ASSESSMENT CONVERSATION TERM 1 2016‐2017
For the term report cards, the assessment of my demonstration of learning for Achievement will need to be converted
from growth levels (Exemplary, Accomplished, Developing, Beginning,) to letter grades and percentages. The following
conversion table displays how this conversion takes place:

THE STUDENT’S LEARNING PROFILE
CONSISTS OF…
Accomplished or Exemplary levels,
with a majority of Exemplary;
none are Developing or Beginning
Accomplished or Exemplary levels,
with a majority of Accomplished.

THE
SUMMATIVE
MARK IS A(N)…

A

B‐A

HIGH END PROFILES CONTAIN NO DEVELOPING OR BEGINNING.*

Largely Developing or Accomplished levels, with a
majority of Developing.

Effort and Work Habits
A
Excellent effort and work habits.
B
Good effort and work habits.
C
Satisfactory; uses ability to meet
daily demands but little more.
D
Inconsistent; improvement needed.
E
Unsatisfactory; makes little or no
use of ability.

C(+)

HIGH END PROFILES CONTAIN NO BEGINNING.*

Largely Developing or Beginning levels,
with a mix of both.

C‐

Beginning Not able to determine for this reporting
period due to lack of learning evidence.

I

* Each level represents a range of growth. (There are strong Accomplished
levels of demonstrated learning that are almost Exemplary, as well as low
Accomplished that are just solid enough to be outside the Developing level.)
High end profiles means that the reporting mark will be at the high end of
the percentage range after conversion.

Conduct and Attitudes
A Excellent conduct and attitudes.
B Good conduct and attitudes.
C Satisfactory, but not positive
enough.
D Poor conduct and/or attitudes.
E Unacceptable conduct and/or
attitudes.

